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yphos.com RF REMOTE SPECIFICATIONS SHEET REV01A 
APPLIES TO YRF-400

Works with:

Basic Control Hub YHB-400
Y:Link-enabled Hub YHB-800
WiFi Brain YHB-WiFi

Basic Control Hub YHB-400
On/Off Control, mirroring the functionality of an on/off switch and controlling the state of the 
internal relay. Lights with preset colors or modes will cycle through their presets like using a regular 
switch.

Y:Link-enabled Hub YHB-800
On/Off Control and Color Control , mirroring the functionality of the YPHOS Switch or any MOM - 
OFF - MOM switch. Top-left button on the remote turns the lights on or off. Top-right button cycles 
through the color modes of the Y:Link-enabled hub, overriding the lights' presets.

WiFi Brain YHB-WiFi
Extensive functionality - refer to the YHB-WiFi manual or specification sheet.

In the box:

RF Remote batteries installed
Keyring band

Warranty

2 Years

The YPHOS RF Remote allows you to 
control your lights remotely from a distance 
of up to 120m / 400ft. It works with all 
YPHOS control hubs and uses a mutual-
authentication technology for secure 
communication. 

The RF Remote has been designed to be 
simple, intuitive and convenient to use, 
allowing you to quickly turn on or off your 
lights from anywhere within range. 

Some hubs and lights offer extensive 
functionality like selecting the color or 
color show, enable/disable the fishing 
assist mode or the sound-to-light mode.

The RF Remote connects to any of the devices above to provide wireless control. 
It does not connect directly to any YPHOS light.

  Simple, easy to use

  Secure mutual-authentication tech.

  Easy pairing with YPHOS hubs

  Replicates the function of Switches

  Long-range control

Compatibility

Buttons / Commands
4 - function depends on receiver

Range
Up to 120m / 400ft at clear sight

Authentication
Yes, Mutual Authentication

Material
Hard Plastic

Dimensions
60mm x 32mm x 9.5mm
2.36" x 1.27" x 0.37"

Weight
16g / 0.6 ounces

Battery
2 x CR2016 replaceable

60 mm
2.36 in.


